This paper presents a new method for dereverberation of speech signals with a single microphone. For applications such as speech recognition, reverherant speech causes serious problems when a distant microphone is used in recording. This is especially severe when the reverberation time exceeds 0.5 of a second. We propose a method which uses the fundamental frequency (Fo) of target speech as the primary feature for dereverberation. This method initially estimates Fo and harmonic structure of the speech signal and then obtains a dereverberation operator. This operator transforms the reverberant signal to its direct signal based on an inverse filtering operation. Dereverberation is achieved with prior knowledge of neither room acoustics nor the target speech. Experimental results showed that the dereverberation operator estimated from 5240 Japanese word utterances could effectively reduce the reverberation when the reverberation time is longer than 0.1 of a second.
INTRODUCTION
Speech signals recorded with a distant microphone in a usual room contains certain reverberant quality; this often causes severe degradation in automatic speech recognition performance. Although a number of adaptive recognition methods have been proposed Ill, it was reponed that the recognition performance cannot sufficiently be improved when the reverberation time is longer than 0.5 sec even if they use acoustic models trained with a matched reverberation condition [2]. Therefore, reverberation in speech signals should be removed prior to recognition.
To this end, microphone-may technologies are frequently exploited. A typical technique is to estimate the DOAs (direction of arrival) of the speech signals reflected on the walls, and direct "nulls" at the signals (null beam-forming). There have been a number of proposed methods for DOA estimation such as MUSIC [31 and ESPRIT 141. Since the number of nulls produced is less than that of reflected signals, the null beam-forming may be effective only for suppressing a relatively few reflections. Another technique based on inverse-filtering may, on the other hand, suppresses reflections using a small number of microphones as compared to the beam-forming. Theoretically, the reflections are completely eliminated by arranging microphones so that the transfer-functions from N signal sources to N + 1 microphones have no-common zeros [5], where N = 1 , 2 , . . .. The inverse-filtering is, however. very sensitive to the locations of signal sources.
This paper presents a new dereverberation method for speech signals with a single microphone. We consider this method as a 0-7803-7663-3/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE blind processing technique because the dereverberation is achieved with prior knowledge of neither room acoustics nor the target speech. Only reverberant signals and general attributes of speech are used.
In our method, fundamental frequency (Fo) of target speech and its harmonic structure are estimated directly from the reverberant signals, and then a dereverberation operator is obtained by calculating the average ratio of the estimated harmonic structure to the reverberant signal in frequency domain. Because we consider Fo is a robust feature that can be estimated from a reverberant sound, we adopted it as the primary feature for the dereverberation.
In the rest of this paper, the new dereverberation method is described in section 2, experimental results are given in section 3, and concluding remarks are summarized in section 4. 
HARMONICS BASED
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Eq. (5).
'Estimated value is denoted by ~ " in this paper. We use a sinusoidal representation [6, 71 to approximate direct sound in a reverberant environment. Let us consider a very simple case to explain the concept of our method. Suppose that a sound y(t) whose frequency sweeps from 100 to 7000 Hz is convolved with an impulse response measured in a reverberant room as shown in Fig. I . The direct sound can be approximated by tracking frequency G(n) of a dominant sinusoidal component in the reverberant sound at time frame n, and by extracting its amplitude &(n) and phase &n). Then, the estimated direct sound i ' ( t ) can be modeled as follows:
I -92 ICASSP 2003 = H'(XL + X i ) .
2'(t) = w(t -7")6(n) sin(G(n)t + $(n)), (6) n where w ( t ) is a window function and 7 , is the time corresponding to frame n. In this simple case, accuracy of direct sound estimation is rather high because there is no other sound occurring simultaneously when the direct sound occurs, and thus the estimated transfer function H = Y / X is expected to be very close to H'. 
The speech model
We extend the dereverberation method discussed in the previous section to cope with speech signals. For this purpose, we first present a model that assumes speech signal is composed of harmonic components xh(t) and noisy components xn(t) in Eq. Here, not as the case of a sweeping sinusoid discussed in the previous section, this estimation is affected by other sounds occumng simultaneously, that is, reverberation of preceding harmonic sound and certain noisy components of speech often overlap Y(kOo(t)). Therefore, the estimated harmonic sound inevitably includes certain parts of reverberant and noisy components. This approximated direct sound 8 : can also be modeled' by Eq. (12).
where RXh and @ are the parts of reverberation Of xh and those of direct sound and reverberation of X, included in P(h(t). > Eq. (IZ), we assume all estimation error in BX; is caused by R. 2. In the second step, almost the s a p e procedures as the first step are applied except that the speech data dereverherated by the first step is used as the input signal. Because reverherantcomponents, &Xh,2, inevitably included in Eq. (12) is expected to be reduced using O ( k , ) Y , further dereverheration performance is achieved in step 2.
Dereverheration of speech
In both steps, average of l / H ( w ) in Eq. (17) is weighted by the amplitude spectrum / X ; ( U )~. Based on this weighted normalization, the influence of noisy components is expected to be further reduced while that of dominant harmonic components is expected to he enhanced.
Robust FO estimation
Accurate Fa estimation is very important to achieve effective dereverberation in our method. However, this is a difficult task especially for speech with Long reverberation using some ofthe existing
To cope with this problem, we designed a simple filter reducing sound that continues at the same frequency, and applied it as a preprocessor to the FO estimation. Because our method
[9] estimates FO from the amplitude spectrum, the filter is applied to time series of amplitude spectrum, IY(w,n)l. We designed it as f ( n ) = (1, -r, -r,. . . -r) , where the length of f ( n ) is m, and r is a positive constant smaller than l / ( m -1). The resulting amplitude spectrum is obtained by lY*(w,i)l = E, f(n)lY ( U , 1 -n)l. Although the optimum filter parameters depend on the reverberation condition, we chose a set of parameters that were applicable to all conditions. The effectiveness of this filter has been shown in our preliminary experiments.
In additiop to the filter described above, the dereverberation operator, O(Ri), itself is a very effective preprocessor of a Fo estimator because the reverberation of the speech can he directly reduced by the operator. This mechanism is already included in step 2 of the dereverberation procedure, that is, Fo estimation is applied to O(R1)Y. Therefore, more accurate Fo can be obtained in step 2 than in step 1.
EVALUATION
We examined the performance of the proposed dereverberation method in terms of reverberation curves [8] and quality of dereverberated sound. For this purpose, we used 5240 Japanese word utterances of a male and a female speakers (MAU and FKM, 12 kHz sampling) included in the ATR database as sound source sig- Figure 4 depicts the reverberation curves of original and dereverberated impulse responses. It shows the proposed method could effectively reduce the reverberation in the impulse responses for the female speaker when the reverberation time (r-time) is longer than 0.1 sec. For 0.1 sec r-time, the reverberation effect was neither reduced nor increased. This may be the shortest limitation of the reverberation time in our method. For the male speaker, the reverberation effect in the lower time region was also effectively reduced. This means that strong reverberant components were eliminated from the impulse response. and therefore, the intelligibility of the target speech was expected to improve 181. Although the reverberation effect in the higher time region for the male speaker was increased when r-time is 0.1 or 0.2 sec, the sound quality as a whole is expected to improve when r-time is 0.2 sec because the earlier reverberation that is much stronger than the later one was eliminated. Figure 5 shows the spectrogram of reverberant and dereverherated speech when r-time is 1.0 sec. As shown in the figure, not only reverberation of speech was effectively reduced, but also the formant structure of the speech was restored. Similar spectrogram features were observed with other reverberation condition when rtime is longer than 0. I sec. Also, the improvement of sound quality could clearly be recognized by listening to the dereverberated sounds [I I].
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CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new blind dereverheration method of speech signal with a single microphone. Harmonic structure is estimated and used to approximate the direct sound in a reverberant sound. The dereverberation operator is calculated as the average ratio of the approximated direct harmonic sound to the reverberant sound, and is shown to give the estimate of the inverse transfer function that can he used for the dereverheration. For accurate estimation of the dereverheration operator, an Eo estimation method that is robust in the presence of long reverberation was also presented. Experimental results showed that the dereverberation operator trained on reverberant speech signals composed of 5240 Japanese word utterances could effectively reduce the reverberation of speech as well as clearly restore the formant stmcture of speech. Moreover, the results were especially good in the case of the female speaker. Future work includes improving the dereverberation performance for a male speaker, and decreasing the data size required for accurate estimation of the dereverberation operator. and female (lower two panels) speakers uttering "ha-ku-da-i".
